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CROSS BORDER INSOLVENCY 

 

Cross Border insolvency is the mechanism where an insolvent debtor has assets in different 

jurisdictions or where the creditors are not from the place of origin of the insolvency 

proceedings. Cross Border insolvency cases have been on the rise from the early 90’s due to 

privatisation and globalisation. Even with the increase in the number of cases, many countries 

across the world have not adopted an amicable law to govern such cases.  

The main purpose of cross border insolvency is to: 

• Protect and safeguard the interests of the creditors present within the State or outside 

of the State 

• To calculate the value of the assets of the debtor in more than one jurisdiction.  

• To identify and harmonise the laws of different jurisdictions.  

In 1980, the International Bar Association recommended a Model Law namely “Model 

International Insolvency Operation Act, which was unfortunately not adopted by any country. 

Later on, the countries realised the requirement of codified regulations in order to bring about 

effective administration of the assets of the company undergoing insolvency.  

Significant solutions were provided through the medium of United Nation Commission on 

International Trade Law Model on Cross Border Insolvency in 1997, and the European 

Commission Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings 2000 also known as the EC Regulations 

and this was effected in 2002. 
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Centre of Main Interest also known as COMI refers to the jurisdiction in which the insolvent 

debtor is closely related for the purpose of the cross-border insolvency proceeding. In the case 

Securities and Exchange Commission V. Stanford International Bank, Ltd.1, it was held that 

the Model Law illustrates situations where and when the foreign proceedings are required to 

be recognized including the court of laws and manner of recognition.  Both the UNCITRAL 

Model Law and the EC Regulations functions on the concept of COMI. This enables the courts 

to identify the jurisdiction and assist the insolvency proceedings commenced in a different 

jurisdiction.    

1. UNCITRAL Model Law  

• The Model Law functions on the concept of ‘Centre of Main Interest’ (COMI) 

and bifurcates between ‘Main Proceedings’ and ‘Non-Main Proceedings’. The 

Main Proceedings is when the proceeding starts at the place where the company 

has its place of operations. Non-Main Proceedings provides for the proceedings 

initiated at a place where the company has an establishment other than the 

registered office. 

• Model law does not prescribe the unification of the domestic laws of the 

countries, but provides recommendations for completing the Cross-Border 

Insolvency process. It allows the recognition of the orders passed by foreign 

courts and provides for a harmonised coordination between the courts of the 

countries where the assets are located.   

• A lot of States have adopted the Model law and incorporated it into their 

domestic law after making the necessary changes according to their suitability. 

To date, 48 countries have implemented the Model law into their domestic laws.  

2. EC Regulations 

• The EC Regulation facilitates the States in determining the jurisdiction and the 

laws that are applicable for cross-border insolvency proceedings. It also 

provides for the recognition of insolvency proceedings across the member 

States of the European Union. Similar to the Model Law, the EC Regulations 

also functions on the concept of COMI and members of European Union are 

empowered to define the scope of COMI. 

 
1 Civil Action No. 3:09-cv-0298  
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• The EC regulations call for three types of insolvency proceedings: 

o Main Proceedings: This is where the insolvent company has its Centre 

of Main Interest (COMI). The Main proceedings has complete control 

of the insolvent’s assets.2 The EC Regulations recognise the Main 

proceedings in one jurisdiction and the secondary jurisdictions in 

another.  

o Secondary Proceedings: The proceeding is undertaken in a jurisdiction 

where the insolvent has his establishment3 other than the registered 

office. The recordings made in the secondary proceeding are limited to 

the assets of the debtor in that jurisdiction. 

o Territorial Proceedings: The debtor has an establishment elsewhere, but 

the Main proceedings have not yet commenced.4   

• Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 also known as the “Recast Regulation” was 

recommended to provide more understanding to the EC Regulation. The Recast 

Regulation applies to the proceedings commenced after June 26, 2017, while 

the EC Regulation is for proceedings commenced prior to this date. An 

enhanced facet provided by this regulation is the concept of voluntary ‘group 

coordination proceedings.’ This was aimed at coordinating multiple insolvency 

proceedings regarding the same group of companies present in different 

jurisdictions.  

INDIAN PERSPECTIVE 

India at the moment does not have concrete provisions dealing with the cross-border insolvency 

disputes. Since 2000, several government committees report such as the Eradi Committee and 

the N.L. Mitra Committee had recommended the adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law to 

tackle the Cross-border insolvency issues, but these recommendations were not taken into 

consideration. Later in 2015, the Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee placed its 

recommendations through the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Bill, 2015, but did not include the 

required law to govern the cross-border insolvency proceedings.  

India has provided for dealing with cross border insolvency proceedings through sections 234 

and 235 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2015. Section 234 provides for the Central 

 
2 Preamble, paragraph 12, EC Regulation 
3 Id. 
4 Article 3 of EC Regulation 
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Government to enter into agreements with the Government of other countries outside India. 

The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, direct that the application 

of provisions of this Code in relation to assets or property of corporate debtor or debtor, 

including a personal guarantor of a corporate debtor, as the case may be, situated at any place 

in a country outside India with which reciprocal arrangements have been made, shall be 

subject to such conditions as may be specified.  Section 235 of the Code deals with the “Letter 

of Request to a country outside India in certain cases” and provides if during corporate 

insolvency resolution process, liquidation process or bankruptcy process, Insolvency 

Professional is of opinion that the assets of the corporate debtor or debtor, personal guarantor 

of a corporate debtor, are situated in a country outside India with which reciprocal 

arrangements have been entered pursuant to Section 234 of the Code, then such Insolvency 

Professional can make an application to the Adjudicating Authority that evidence or action 

relating to such assets is required in connection with such process or proceeding. Upon being 

satisfied, Adjudicating Authority may issue a Letter of Request to a court or an authority of 

such country outside India to deal with such request.  

Even with the inclusion of sections 234 and 235 in the code, no steps were effectively taken to 

implement the inter-government agreements. An NCLT order is still not recognised in a foreign 

country. Taking this into consideration, the Insolvency Law Committee submitted a report 

recommending the Draft Provisions of the Model Law named Draft Z into the Code.  

The Salient features in the Draft are discussed below:  

• Applicability: 

o A foreign creditor is also included under the definition of a creditor and hence 

can participate in an insolvency resolution process commenced in India. This 

was substantiated in the case, Macquarie Bank Limited v Shilpi Cable 

Technologies Ltd5, which clarified the involvement of foreign creditors to an 

insolvency proceeding in India. A reciprocity is required for proceedings 

commenced outside India. This would apply only to States that have adopted 

the Model law into their domestic laws.  

o A ‘foreign representative’ can apply to the NCLT and upon the recognition of 

the foreign proceeding by the NCLT, the representative can participate in the 

insolvency resolution process provided by the Draft Provisions. This was 

 
5 AIR 2018 SC 498 
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substantiated in the case State Bank of India v. Jet Airways (India) Ltd.6. The 

facts of the case were as follows: The Jet Airways flight had been grounded in 

Amsterdam over non-payment of dues to a European cargo firm. At that time, 

the Jet group had been facing insolvency proceedings in Netherlands and India 

at the same time. The administrator appointed by the Dutch court had moved 

the NCLT(Mumbai) to recognise the Dutch Proceedings, which was rejected by 

the NCLT. On appeal to the NCLAT, they asked the Jet group to file an affidavit 

stating their willingness to cooperate with the Dutch Administrator. A Cross-

Border Insolvency Protocol was agreed upon between the countries and India 

was recognised as COMI. It was agreed that, the Dutch administrator would 

coordinate with the Resolution Professional, but would not be a part of the 

Committee of Creditors meeting. It was also held that the Dutch Administrator 

had the jurisdiction in India in order to support the above protocol. The Central 

Government can determine the conduct of the foreign representative according 

to the draft, which if contravened is subject to a penalty imposed by the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) 

• Foreign Proceedings: 

o The Draft provides for two types of proceedings: Foreign Main Proceedings and 

Non-Foreign Main Proceedings. This distinction is required to determine level 

of control of jurisdiction.  

o Foreign Main Proceedings is the type of proceeding that is commenced in a 

jurisdiction within the presence of COMI. Unless otherwise, the COMI is 

determined according to the insolvent debtor’s registered office.  

o Foreign non-main proceedings commence in the jurisdiction where the 

insolvent has an establishment other than the registered office.  Establishment 

is defined as a place of operations where the corporate debtor carries out a non-

transitory economic activity with human means and assets or services in the 

month prior to the commencement of the insolvency proceeding in the State 

where there is COMI of the debtor.7 

 

 
6 [2019] 151 CLA 507 
7 Section 2(c) of the Draft Z Provisions 
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• Mandatory or Non-Mandatory Relief: 

o If it is a foreign main proceeding, the NCLT shall declare a moratorium which 

prohibits the corporate debtor from engaging in activities such as institution or 

continuation of suits, transferring or disposing assets or foreclosing any security 

interest.  

o If it is a foreign non-main proceeding, a moratorium may be declared for the 

above-mentioned acts if deemed necessary. The NCLT may provide the power 

to distribute the debtor’s assets located in India to the foreign representative. In 

the Videocon Industries insolvency case, Videocon had requested the NCLT to 

include its assets outside India in the CIRP. The NCLT permitted the inclusion 

of Videocon’s foreign businesses in the corporate insolvency resolution process 

in India.8   

 

• Coordination and Communication: 

o The Central Government has been given the powers to issue guidelines to ensure 

proper communication and coordination between the NCLT and the foreign 

courts and representatives.  It also provides for the coordination between two or 

more concurrent proceedings in different jurisdictions.  

CONCLUSION 

Even with the recommendations and guidelines, there is still no effective legal framework for 

resolving cross border insolvency issues. These Draft provisions and recommendations have 

to be necessarily formulated as a Bill and have to be inserted into the Code, the main reason 

being the proliferation of globalisation. India is moving with a cautious approach in cross-

border insolvency proceedings as it functions with the belief that Indian Courts hold supremacy 

over foreign courts. India is working towards harmonising the insolvency laws for ensuring 

proper coordination and communication between jurisdictions.  

 

 
8 MA 2385/2019 in C.P.(IB)-02/MB/2018 


